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An Erratum on

Potential biocontrol e�ciency of Trichoderma species against

oomycete pathogens

by Liu, Y., He, P., He, P., Munir, S., Ahmed, A., Wu, Y., Yang, Y., Lu, J., Wang, J., Yang, J., Pan,

X., Tian, Y., and He, Y. (2022). Front. Microbiol. 13:974024. doi: 10.3389/fmicb.2022.974024

Due to a production error, an incorrect Funding statement was provided in which

the funding number was omitted by mistake.

The Funding statement has now been corrected to:

“This study was supported financially by Hongta Tobacco (Group) Co. Ltd.,

Yuxi (2020YL04).”

Moreover, the old Funding statement has been moved to the Conflict of Interest

statement, which now reads as follows:

“Authors JL, JW, JY, and YT were employed by Hongta Tobacco (Group) Co. Ltd.

The remaining authors declare that the research was conducted in the absence of

any commercial or financial relationships that could be construed as a potential conflict

of interest.

The authors declare that this study received funding from Hongta Tobacco (Group)

Co. Ltd. The funder had the following involvement in the study: sample collection,

analysis, and field investigations.”

The publisher apologizes for these mistakes. The original version of this article has

been updated.
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